
When must the performance record be submitted?
Educational financial support will only be provided from the 5th subject-related semester 
if documented proof of suitability has been submitted.

How or in which form should the performance record 
be submitted?
The performance record can be carried out by submitting the official form 5 (signed by a
full-time member of the faculty). 
or 
by submitting a certificate of the ECTS credits achieved (Attention! In these cases the 
college must have specified in writing how many ECTS credits are to be seen as acceptable
for the number of semesters achieved).

Who is responsible for issuing and the contents of 
the performance records?
The accuracy of the contents and the issuing are solely the responsibility of the university
(department). The responsible (determined by the university) full-time faculty member (uni-
versity teacher) fills out the certificate of suitability (form 5) and specifies the required num-
ber of ECTS credits (§ 47 paragraph 1 BAföG) for the certificate at the time in question. 
The performance records may not contain any predictions or assumptions. Instead they
must confirm the level of performance achieved. No assessment about the contents by the
offices for financial study assistance is carried out. Only a formal check (date, stamp, signa-
ture) is then carried out.

When must/can the performance record be issued?
The performance record must be filled out after the 4th subject-related semester has begun
and must confirm the level of performance of the semester achieved.

Can the performance record also be handed in later 
if the 5th semester has already begun?
If it is not possible to submit the performance record at the beginning of the 5th subject-
related semester, it is possible to hand it in during the first four months of the following
semester without any disadvantages for the student. It is required, however, that the
performance certificate then shows the required level of performance at the end of the pre-
vious semester (as a rule the 4th) and that an application was made in time.
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What if the performance record cannot be submitted 
until the 5th or 6th month of the following semester 
(5th or higher semester)?
In such cases the performance status for the current semester must be confirmed; financial
support can only be provided starting in the month in which the performance record is sub-
mitted.

Are there any exceptions in such cases?
Yes. If the certificate is submitted no earlier than the 5th month of the semester then the
basis for the performance record is based on that of the previous semester. But the student
must hand in a certificate from the educational institution that proves that – despite a 
proper course of studies – he/she was not able to attain all of the academic achievements
of the current semester or the achievements could not be evaluated yet because of study-
related organisational reasons (examination dates had not yet been offered, schedule 
difficulties of the teaching staff etc.).

What does subject-related semester that has been achie-
ved mean?
As a rule the subject-related semester achieved is the semester before the performance
record was issued. From the 5th month of the current semester, it can be assumed that the
student has achieved everything necessary and, thus, in such cases the current semester is
the subject-related semester that has been achieved.

What special circumstances are there if the performance
record was issued/submitted within the first 4 months of
the 4th subject-related semester?
If the certificate is certified on form 5 within the first 4 months of the subject-related 
semester 

SS at WWU (University Mu ̈nster) = April, 1 – July, 31
WS at WWU (University Mu ̈nster) = October, 1 – January, 31
SS at FH (technical college) = March, 1 – June, 30
WS at FH (technical college) = September, 1 – December, 31 

it is sufficient to confirm the performance record of the 3rd subject-related semester that
took place before. This certificate must then be submitted by the end of the fourth month of
the subject-related semester to the Office for Financial Study Assistance.


